Good Morning Narwhal Nation - the sun is shining, and it's humpday! A-Day

Thank you for continuing to do your best at learning by checking in and attempting/completing the lessons that your teachers have posted. When you respond to the discussions, we can see your faces (literally) and hear your voices (virtually)! It is good to see and hear.

We know that Schoology can be slow and overwhelmed at different times of the day. Every morning when I get on, it is fine, and then as more people get on across the country, it sometimes slows. My kids are in West Chester Area School District, and we have the same issues. Your teachers and our Technology Department know that, and there isn't much we can do to fix it.

Just know that teachers will be flexible with any kind of submission deadlines that are related to Schoology slowdowns.

We will be learning remotely for a while (there has been no definite deadline set yet), so I think it is important to use this time to not only grow academically, but to grow as a person. Personal growth always starts with a vision: how would you like to see yourself a month from now? Kinder, more patient, happier, healthier, stronger, etc.?

Consider that, and write down some qualities for yourself - maybe in that journal that we talked about earlier. I would keep it simple; maybe one or two qualities that you want to develop. Tomorrow we'll talk about using those qualities to develop goals for yourself for the next month.

Gave a great day NN!